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Introduction

Over the past several years, there is an increasing number of EFT-based

interpretations of various individual ATLAS measurements.

Higgs: key production modes (ggH, VBF H, VH, ttH/tH) x

key decay modes (H → γγ,H → 4`,H →WW ∗,H → ττ,H → bb)

SM: WW , WZ , ZZ , VBF Z , V γ (in the context of aTGC & aQGC searches)

Top: tt, single top, ttV , FCNC, t → qγ, t → qZ , etc.

BSM: searches for diboson and dilepton resonances, tttt, etc.

Input observables: asymmetries, angles, pT , mass...

Detector-level: EFT effects on reconstruction efficiency taken fully into account.

Unfolded: inclusive and differential cross sections.
Much smaller computing resources needed for MC simulation;

interpretation can be done also outside ATLAS.

Different EFT parameters used in different analyses:

EFT bases: dim6top, Higgs, SILH, HISZ, Warsaw...

Orders of expansion: dim-6 (linear or linear+quadratic), dim-8...

σ = σSM + Ci
Λ2 +

CiCj

Λ4 + dim-8 + ...
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Example (Higgs): VH → (νν, `ν, ``)bb
arXiv:2007.02873 (submitted to EPJC), full Run-2 dataset

Signal yields in 7 reconstructed event categories measure the WH and ZH cross sections

in different pH
T regions (Simplified Template Cross Sections framework, STXS).

Reconstructed category (detector-level) STXS EFT parameters
0` 1` 2` (particle-level) (Warsaw basis, d6)

p`νT ∈ (150, 250) WH, pT (H) ∈ (150, 250) GeV cHW , cHq3

p`νT > 250 WH, pT (H) > 250 GeV
p``T ∈ (75, 150) ZH, pT (H) ∈ (75, 150) GeV cHW , cHq3, cHWB , cHq1

pννT ∈ (150, 250) p``T ∈ (150, 250) ZH, pT (H) ∈ (150, 250) GeV
pννT > 250 p``T > 250 ZH, pT (H) > 250 GeV

all H → bb cdH

Detector level STXS measurement EFT constraints

Comparing constraints based on linear-only terms and linear+quadratic terms.

Limited stat ⇒ Only one EFT coefficient fitted at a time, with others fixed to zero.

Similar fits: STXS in the H → 4`; unfolded differential distributions in H → γγ...
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Example (Higgs): VHbb with boosted Higgs
arXiv:2008.02508 (submitted to PLB), full Run-2 dataset

In some analyses, the impact of quadratic terms can be sizeable.

E.g. c
(3)
Hq from the VH measurement with boosted H → bb decays.

Any need for further action in such cases?
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Example (SM): VBF Z (``)jj
arXiv:2006.15458 (submitted to EPJC), 36 fb−1 of Run-2 data

Measured differential cross sections as a function of ∆Φjj used to constrain several EFT

parameters in the Warsaw basis (dim-6).

  

Linear-only Linear+quadratic

One single parameter fitted at a time.

Almost no impact of quadratic terms .

(A dedicated observable was introduced

to increase sensitivity to linear terms.)

Similar studies in WW ,WZ ,ZZ ,V γ, providing complementary sensitivity.

Most previous results based on the HISZ basis, now moving to Warsaw basis.
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Example: Summary of SM measurements

Constraints on HISZ basis coefficients:

dim-8 operators also constrained by several individual measurements.
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Example (Top Quarks): ttZ
PRD 99 (2019) 072009, 36 fb−1 of Run-2 data

Event yields measured in several 3` and 4` categories are employed to constrain a

dedicated set of EFT parameters (one at a time).

  

Linear-onlyLinear+quadraticarXiv:1512.03360, 1403.7366, 1612.02577

This is the first analysis using a coherent framework accomplished in LHCTopWG,

to be used also by all new analyses. [1802.07237]

Linear combinations of

Warsaw basis coefficients

corresponding to

top couplings.

CtW ttZ , ttγ,Wtb
CtB ttZ , ttγ
CtG ttZ , ttγ, gtt, ttH
Ctφ gtt, ttH

C
(3)
φQ ttZ , ttγ,Wtb

C
(1)
φQ ttZ , ttγ

Cφt ttZ , ttγ
...

MC predictions moving from LO (dim6top) towards NLO (SMEFT@NLO).

Examples of external global fits in the top quark sector:

SMEFiT [JHEP 04 (2019) 100], SMEFT at NLO [1910.03606]
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https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.99.072009
https://arxiv.org/abs/1802.07237
https://arxiv.org/abs/2008.11743
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP04(2019)100
https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.03606


Towards the global ATLAS EFT fit

EFT interpretations of individual measurements are statistics-limited:

Fitting only a small subset of EFT parameters relevant for a given analysis channel.

Usualy only 1-2 parameters are fitted at a time, with others often fixed to zero.

Correlations among parameters not considered, possibly giving non-physical results.

Combination of individual measurements:

Increasing the sensitivity to a given EFT coefficient.

Measurements complement each other in terms of sensitivity to an EFT coefficient.

This allows to fit several EFT parameters at once, reducing the model assumptions.

⇒ Providing the necessary more consistent EFT approach accounting

for correlations among the coefficients.

Why performing a global EFT fit in ATLAS?

Combinations are already performed outside ATLAS, e.g. arXiv:1803.03252.

Make use of the best knowledge of our measurement correlations,

making use of the full likelihood of the measurements.

Combination can provide guidelines for our future measurement strategies,

(E.g. which observables are we missing?)

Helps making sure that all relevant information is published.
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Global ATLAS EFT fit: tentative plan

Input:

Combined Higgs boson couplings measurements with Run-2 data.

Combined fit of SM EW measurements with Run-2 data (WW ,WZ ,ZZ ,VBF Z).

Eventually adding complementary top quark & BSM measurements.

Precision EW measurements from LEP (Z pole, WW ) and Tevatron (mW ).

Theory framework:

Warsaw basis, focusing on dim-6 operators.

Assume flavour symmetry in first two fermion generations,

treat top quark sector separately.

Linearized EFT expansion (terms up to 1/Λ2) as a baseline.

Inclusion of all dim-8 operators impractical → drop everything above 1/Λ2 in dim-6.

Alternative fits including dim-6 quadratic terms should be in place.

This can be used as an estimate of EFT convergence.

Keep track of energy scale probed (EFT valid only if Λ &
√
ŝ).

Initial focus on
√
ŝ . 1 TeV.

Ideally consider all operators affecting a given process.
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Warsaw basis operators considered

Coefficient Operator Vertex Higgs production SM processes
and decay modes

cHG H†HGA
µνG

Aµν Hgg ggH, ttH, ΓH (WW ), ZZ , (VBFZ)

cHbox (H†H)�(H†H) HVV VBFH, VH, ttH, 4`,WW , ττ, bb, ΓH WW , ZZ

cHDD (H†DµH)∗(H†DµH) VVV ,HVV , δ VBFH, VH, ttH, 4`,WW , ττ, bb, ΓH WW ,WZ , ZZ , VBFZ

cHW H†HW l
µνW

lµν HVV VBFH, VH, ttH, γγ, 4`,WW , ΓH (WW ), ZZ

cHB H†HBµνB
µν HVV VBFH, VH, ttH, γγ, 4`, , ΓH ZZ

cHWB H†τ lHW l
µνB

µν VVV ,HVV , δ VBFH, VH, ttH, γγ, 4`,WW , ΓH WW ,WZ , ZZ , VBFZ

cW εijkW iν
µ W jρ

ν W kµ
ρ VVV WW ,WZ , VBFZ

cHq1 (H† i
←→
D µH)(q̄pγ

µqr ) Vqq,HVqq VBFH, VH WW ,WZ , ZZ , VBFZ

cHq3 (H† i
←→
D l
µH)(q̄pτ

lγµqr ) Vqq,HVqq VBFH, VH, ttH, ΓH WW ,WZ , ZZ , VBFZ

cHu (H† i
←→
D µH)(ūpγ

µur ) Vqq,HVqq VBFH, VH WW , ZZ , VBFZ

cHd (H† i
←→
D µH)(d̄pγ

µdr ) Vqq,HVqq VBFH, VH WW , ZZ , VBFZ

cHe (H† i
←→
D µH)(ēpγ

µer ) Vll,HVll VH, 4`,WW WZ , ZZ , VBFZ

cHl1 (H† i
←→
D µH)(l̄pγ

µ lr ) Vll,HVll VH, 4` WW ,WZ , ZZ , VBFZ

cHl3 (H† i
←→
D l
µH)(l̄pτ

lγµ lr ) Vll,HVll, VBFH, VH, ttH, WW ,WZ , ZZ , VBFZ

VVV ,HVV , δ 4`,WW , ττ, bb, ΓH
cll1 (l̄pγµ lr )(l̄sγ

µ lt ) llll VBFH, VH, ttH, 4`,WW , ττ, bb, ΓH
clq1 (l̄pγµ lr )(q̄sγ

µqt ) qqll WW ,WZ
...
|cuG | (q̄pσ

µνTAur )H̃GA
µν gttH ttH

...

Focusing on CP-even operators.

Top quark sector mainly probing top-specific operators.

But, also sensitive to some flavour-symmetric operators, e.g. |cuG |.
⇒ synergy with the Higgs measurements.

Additional sensitivity from precision measurements (e.g. δmW /mW ) .
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Higgs combination: Input observables
ATLAS-PHYS-PUB-2019-042, 80 fb−1 of Run-2 data

Based on a combined measurement of STXS production cross sections and BRs.

PRD 101 (2020) 012002

STXS bins:

Dedicated particle-level regions of the

production phase space.

Defined as a compromise between pure

differential distributions and experimental

sensitivity, designed to minimize theory

uncertainty and provide BSM sensitivity.

⇒ Straightforward combination of

measurements in different decay channels:

4`, γγ, WW , ττ , bb.
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Higgs combination methodology
ATLAS-PHYS-PUB-2019-042, 80 fb−1 of Run-2 data

Signal strengths in each STXS bin (production x decay) are parametrized at LO in

terms of EFT coefficients (SMEFTsim package within MadGraph5 aMC@NLO).

Effective vertices of loop-induced processes will be replaced by SMEFT@NLO for

gg → H and an analytic calculation [PRD 98 (2018) 095005] for H → γγ.

  

ggH VBF VH qqH VH ttH
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https://cds.cern.ch/record/2694284
https://arxiv.org/abs/1709.06492
https://arxiv.org/abs/2008.11743
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.98.095005
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ggH VBF VH qqH VH ttH

Example parametrisations in the H → γγ channel:

ggF (0− jet) 35.0 · cHG
qq/gg H``(pT > 250 GeV) 0.122 · cHbox + 0.028 · cHDD + 0.88 · cHW + 0.121 · HB + 0.43 · cHWB

+0.137 · cHl1 − 0.234 · cHl3 − 0.113 · cHe − 0.82 · cHq1 + 8.5 · cHq3
+2.14 · cHu − 0.71 · cHd + 0.182 · cll1

ttH + tH 0.133 · cG + 0.118 · cHbox + 0.030 · cHDD + 0.532 · cHG + 0.012 · cHW
−0.115 · |cuH | − 0.79 · |cuG| + 0.011 · |cuW | − 0.0017 · |cuB | − 0.013 · cHl3
+0.115 · cHq3 + 0.066 · cll1 + ...

...

Γ(H → γγ) −13.966 · cHW − 48.81 · cHB + 26.14 · cHWB
ΓH 0.117 · cHbox − 0.029 · cHDD + 1.362 · cHG − 0.050 · cHW − 0.063 · cHB + 0.052 · cHWB

−0.005 · |ceH | − 0.008 · |cuH | + 0.0085 · |cdH | − 0.143 · cHl3 + 0.013 · cHq3 + 0.076 · cll1
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1709.06492
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Higgs combination methodology (II)
ATLAS-PHYS-PUB-2019-042, 80 fb−1 of Run-2 data

If a group of coefficients all have similar effect on each STXS region,

fiting all of them simultaneously may not be possible ⇒ avoid insensitive directions.

Find an orthogonal set of linear combinations of Wilson coefficients.

Eigenvectors determined from the Hessian matrix of the STXS likelihood fit,

after it has been re-expressed in terms of the Wilson coefficients.

Eigenvalues represent 1/(uncertainties)2 in the Gaussian approximation,

allowing to identify and remove the flat directions.
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Higgs combination: acceptance corrections
EPJC 80 (2020) 957, 139 fb−1 of Run-2 data

The Higgs combined fit currently assumes no impact of EFT coefficients on the

acceptance of the event selection.

However, in some channels, these effects are sizeable.

Example:

H → 4` selection puts a requirement on mass of the off-shell Z boson of m34 > 12 GeV.

But, the low-mass region is affected by cHW , cHB or cHWB , changing the overall sensitivity.

acceptance correction

without accept. correction

with accept. correction

Stay tuned for new results with full Run-2 data, to be presented next week at Higgs2020.
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https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-020-8227-9


SM EW combination

Considerable overlap with EFT parameters fitted in the Higgs data.

Input:

One unfolded differential distribution for a each of the four physics processes:

plead lep
T in WW (2`2ν), mT in WZ(ν3`), m34.vs.m4l in ZZ(4`), ∆Φjj in VBF Z(2`jj)

No aTGC in ZZ , but access to H → 4` which is affected by dim-6 operators.

Modelled using the SMEFTsim package.

Take into account all operators affecting the processes,

but impossible to fit all due to blind directions.

⇒ focus first on cHW , cHWB , cHDD , as well as cHl1, cHl3, cHq1, cHq3.

cW : Sensitivity driven by VBF Z ; need improved measurements to overcome the

suppression of linear terms in WW ,WZ . [1707.08060, 1708.07823]

cHq3 : Sensitive to anomalous Vqq coupling large since cancellation in SM diboson

amplitudes are disturbed.

Futher sensitivity can be gained from Higgs data, e.g. VH.

cHWB : Mainly driven by H → 4`. (One of many operators affecting this process.)

⇒ Need constraints from other (Higgs) measurements.

Higgs data is complementary, expected to provide additional constraints.
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1708.07823


SM WW + H(WW ∗) combination

Combination of all Higgs and EW data comes with additional challenges:

Technical challenges in setting a combined combination framework.

Overlap between events selected by each analyses,

EFT effects on background and unfolding.

Consistent theoretical assumptions.

Start on a smaller scale for exercise: SM WW + H(WW ∗).

Unfolded plead lep
T diff. cross section in SM WW + STXS H(WW ∗) measurement.

EPJC 79 (2019) 884

PLB 789 (2019) 508

Orthogonal SRs, but WW CR in H(WW ∗) overlaps with SM WW signal.

⇒ replace WW CR with SM WW measurement, correlate as appropriate.

Most of the sensitivity is still retained after this replacement.
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1905.04242
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269318309936


Additional combination inputs

Being further explored in ATLAS:

Top quark measurements may add complementarity to Higgs data.

Selected precision measurements,

e.g. mW or Z forward-backward asymmetry.

SM processes contributing to observables that are employed in

searches for new resonances, such as in tails of mass distributions.

External measurements from LEP and Tevatron.

Challenge:

make sure to have a consistent theory model and assumptions,

cope with possible missing information on systematic uncertainties

and correlations.
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Summary

ATLAS performs a large number of EFT interpretations based on

individual ATLAS measurements across the SM/Higgs/Top/BSM WGs.

Based on this experience, interpretations are becoming increasingly

coherent, allowing for a combined global ATLAS EFT fit.

Common ground (theory framework) is largely laid down.

Several important steps towards the global fit are well under way:

Higgs combination, SM combination, SM+Higgs WW ∗

combination.

But, there are many challenges still to meet.
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